
Salt water intrusion managed carefully to control the Groundwater contamination h
fresh water level in the Biscayne been confirmed at 156 sites.

Florida's situation as a penin- aquifer and thus minimize salt Enforcement action requiring
sula between two bodies of salt water intrusion. Figure 8 shows contamination assessment anc
water creates the potential for salt areas of the Floridan aquifer which remedial action has been initi-

) water intrusion into the fresh contain chloride concentrations at 118 sites. Because of the
groundwater supply. Salt water is greater than 250 milligrams per absence of a significant amount

-more dense than fresh water and liter, due to salt water intrusion. impermeable material to retar

thus exerts a constant pressure to In south Florida, where the downward movement of contain
flow into the fresh water aquifers. Floridan aquifer is artesian and nants, leakage from many of tl
As long as fresh water levels in the underlies the Biscayne and shallow sites poses a direct threat to ti
aquifer are above sea level, the aquifers, its saline water may principal aquifers.
fresh water pressure limits the recharge the overlying fresh water
inland movement of the salt water. aquifers increasing their salt Gasoline storage

,/Over-pumping of coastal wells, content. This type of recharge may tanks
however, can increase the salt occur naturally by upward seepage

water intrusion. If water is through the confining layer or it The Florida Department of
pumped out faster than the aquifer may be increased by flowing Environmental Regulation has
is replenished, the pressure of the artesian wells. documented more than 400 in-
fresh water is decreased. This stances of groundwater contain

causes the level at which the salt Hazardous waste tion from leaking gasoline pipe
water and fresh water meet to rise sie storage tanks. The greatest fre
in the aquifer, degrading the fresh quency of gasoline contaminate:
water quality. The problem of salt - The Florida Department of has occurred in Dade, Browarc
water intrusion is aggravated by Environmental Regulation has and Palm Beach Counties, affe
periods of drought during which identified 413 potential hazardous ing the quality of water in som
there is not enough rainfall to waste sites in Florida. The distri- locations of the Biscayne aquif
replenish the fre abution of these sies over aquiferthe state -The most environmentally and

All of the aquifers shown in is shown in Figure 9. One hundred financially significant incident

Figure 4 experience problems with and eighty-five of these sites have the leaking of 10,000 gallons o:

salt water intrusion in coastal some type of water or soil contami- gasoline between October 197 c

areas. In south Florida, fresh nation, and 84 additional sites are March 1980, which contaminai

water levels in coastal canals are suspected of contamination. the public water supply for 2,0
residents in Belleview Florida.
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Figure 8. Areas of the upper Floridan Figure 9. Potential hazardous waste sites
aquifer containing non-potable water [6]. in Florida [8].
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